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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we ask, what are the dynamic consequences of a greater
centralization or decentralization of decision-making authority (to
appoint managers) on the quality of managers who are actually
appointed? The central result we obtain is that there is a greater
variability (over time) in the quality of managers in a more centralized
system. An intuitive reason underlying this result is that though a
highly capable decision maker has large beneficial effects on the
managerial choices within a centralized system (because this decision
maker wields greater authority in such a system), a highly incapable
decision maker placed in the same position has correspondingly large
deleterious effects. Our analysis also investigates the consequences of
the above differences in managerial quality on the outputs of
centralized versus decentralized systems.
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MANAGERIAL QUALITY IN CENTRALIZED VERSUS
DECEN'l'IALlZED ECONOMIC SYSTEIIS
ABSTBACf

In this paper, ye ast, Yhat are the dynaaio oonsequences of a
greater oentralization or decentralization of deoision-aaking authority
(to appoint aanagers) on the quality of aanagers Yho are aotually ap
pointed?

The central result ye obtain is that there is a greater varia

bility (over tiae) in the quality of aanagers in a aore oentralized sys
tea.

An intuitive reason underlying this result is that though a highly

oapable deoision aater has large benefioial effects on the aanagerial
ohoices yithin a oentralized systea (because this decision aater yields
greater authority in such a systea), a highly incapable decision aaker
plaoed in the saae position has correspondingly large deleterious ef
fects.

Our analysis also investigates the consequences of the above

differenoes in aanagerial quality on the outputs of centralized versus
decentralized systeas.
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I
JlANAGDIAL QUALITY IN CBNTRALIZED VERSUS
DECENTRALIZED ECONOMIC SYSTEJ(S

One of the most important tasks facin, the leadership of any organi
zation is the choice of their successors and subordinates.

Tenured fac

ulty spend days, sometiaes months, deoidin, on whether particular indi
viduals should be adaitted into their ranks.

The coaaittees of the Board

of Directors assigned to the task of choosing the corporation's next
president are amon, the most powerful and important within the corpora
tion.

Corporate presidents, in turn, spend a si,nificant proportion of

their own tiae in selecting the upper

ech~lcns

of the management.

The effort aDd contentiousness which often gees into this process
sUl,ests that it. has iaportant consequences, both for the organization
and for the individuals who are selected or not selected.

This is be

cause it is recognized that there are large differences in individuals'
abilities, and that the abilities of those in leadership and managerial
positions inevitably affect the perfor-ance, and possibly the survival.
of the organization.
Our objective in the present paper is to ask the question. how does
centralization or decentralization of decision-making authority affect
the quality of the managers who are actually selected?

It is natural to

pose this question in a .dynamic setting because the quality of current
manalers is not only influenced by the quality of past managers but it,
in turn, affects the quality of future managers.
I
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The main result of this paper is that there is a greater variability
(over time) in the steady-state quality of managers in a more centralized
system compared to a less centralized system.

This result is based on a

specific definition of what we mean by a -more- or -less- centralized
system:

the system

S'

is called more centralized than the system s if

one or more of those managerial slots which are meant for subordinates in
the system s' are endowed with independent decision-making authority in
the sys tem s.
An intuitive reason underlying the above result is as follows.

If

the decision-making authority is more centralized (that is. if One or
more managerial positions are endowed with greater authority to select
future managers) then highly capable decision-makers have greater bene
ficial effects on the managerial choices within the system.

By the same

token, highly incapable managers placed in the same positions have great
er deleterious effects on the managerial choices within such a system.
The overall effect. of greater centralization, therefore, .is to induce a
greater variability, over time. in the system's managerial quality.
A natural next question which arises is what is the implication of
the above relationship between the degree of centralization and the man
agerial quality on the outputs of centralized versus decentralized eco
nomic systems?

Since the relationship between the oapability of managers

and the organization's output can take several different forms, it is not
surprising that no general answers are available to this question; the
answer depends. in particular. on the concavity or the convexity of the
relationship between managers' ability and organizational output.

We

have therefore investigated in detail one special case in which managers

/'
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choose projects (in addition to choosing their successors and snbordin
ates).

In this case we show that:

If the managerial screening of pro

jects is tight (that is. if less than half of the projects get accepted).

/

and if the fraction of projects accepted by good and bad managers is
identical. then the expected steady-state profit in a decentralized sys
tem is larger than that under a centralized system.
The paper is organized as follows.

We first illustrate the main re

sults through a highly stylized model in which there are two manaSers in
a centralized as well as in a decentralized economic system (Section I).
We then show in Section II that these results hold under more ,eneral
specifications of centralized and decentralized syste.s.

The implica

tions of managerial quality on the output and performance of alternative
systems are analyzed in Section III.

In the concluding section. we

briefly discusa some of the caveats of our analysis as well as some of
the possible ways in which the analYSis can be extended.

I.

A Simple Model

There are two types of managers; those with high and low abilities;
for brevity. they are referred as "good" and "bad" managers respectively.
We focus her. on the managerial ability in selecting future managers.

If

a high ability manager s.l.cted a future manager. then ql denotes' the
probability that he will select a hiSh ability manager, and 1 - ql de
not.s tho probability that a low ability p.rson will be s.l.ct.d.

Th.

corr.sponding probabiliti.s for a low ability manager are q2 and 1 - q2'
Unless stated otherwise. we assume that 1

> ql > q2 > 0;

that is. while

n.ither type of mauaser is perfect, each type has some ability to .e1ect
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high ability manalers. Ye treat q's as e%Olenously specified parameters;
the issue of endogeneity of these probabilities is discussed later.
Ye consider here two types of orlanizations: a polyarchy and a hier
archy. denoted respectively by the superscript s ... P and H.1
organization consists of two manalers.
selects his own successor.

Each

In a polyarchy. each manaler

In contrast. in a hierarchy. the hilher level

manaler selects both his own successor as well as that of the lower level
bureaucrat.

Clearly. the decision making authority is more centralized

in a hierarchy.

If G and B represent a good and a bad manager respec

tively. then the four possible combinations of manalerial abilities to be
found are:

(GG. GR. 80. BB}.

Denote these four possible manalerial con

figurations (or managerial states) of a system by i - 1. 2. 3 and 4

re

spectively.
If Q:j denotes the transition probability from the state i to the
state j in the system s. then the transition matrices for a polyarchy and
a hierarchy. respecti.vely. are

I

(1)

2

2
q1

q1 (1 - q1)

q1 (1 - q1)

(1 - q1)

q1 q2

q1(1 - q2)

~(1 - q1)

(1 - q1)(1 - ~)

q1~
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- q1)

~ (1 - ~)

(1 - q1) (1 -

2
q2

q2(1 - q2)
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ql (1 - ql)
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(2)

2

ql U - ql)

ql
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If the row vector nS '

• bI·

n~.

n;.

ql)

2

~)2

nll denotes the equilibrium (steady

state) probabilities of the four manaleria1 states in the system s. then
rrs is oharacterized by
(3)

ns • ns Qs •

(4)

l: n: - 1 •

where

i

and nt ~o.

The eoonomio interpretation of rrt is obvious:

it represents

the frequency with which the manaleria1 oonfiguration i will be observed
(over time) in the system s. when the system perpetuates itself in a
steady-state fashion.
A siap1e procedure to obtain the equilibrium probabilities is as
follows.

First. one of the four equations in (3) is redundant beoause rr~1

sua up to unity aooordinl to (4); the equation to be dropped thus may be
ohosen at will.

Seoond. note that rri - rrJ.

from inspeotion of (2) and (3).

1 - q1 + q2

> O.

For s

= H.

this is obvious

For s - p. (1) and (3) yield

If rr~ - rrJ is substituted into (3) then one more equa

tion. for either rr~ or rr;. can be dropped.

The remaining two equations

of (3). along with (4). oan be solved to yield the following for a poly
arohy.
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71' P ...

(5)

1

21 P

~

a

P
"4 ... (1

P

P

71' 2 - 71'3 - ~(1

q1)/a

P

and

q1)2 /aP •

where q - q1 - q2' and aP ... (1 - q)2.

The equilibrium probabilities for

a hierarchy are

"H1 ...

(6)

-

q2 ( q2 + q1 q) 1a

H

H

H

-

H

• 71'2 ... "3 ... q2(1 - q1)(1 + q)/a

and

71'H ... (1 - q1)[1 - q2(1 + -q)J/a H •
4
a H ... 1 - q •

where

To verify that the above probabilities are positive. first note that
1

>q >0

and. hence, aH

>0

and a P

> O.

Now. looting at (5) and (6). it

is obvious that all of these expressions, except that for 71'~ are posi
Further. the numerator of 71'~ can be expressed as:

tive.

q1) + (1 - q2)2]

(1 - q1)[q2(1
(4) that 71'1

> O. Thus 71'1 > O.

It then follows from

< 1.

Note that the difference in individuals' abilities is critical to
the present model since. otherwise, the degree of centralization has no
impact on the distribution of managerial abilities which will emerge in
the system.
q
71'4

= 0)

= (1

This can be verified by substituting q1

into (5) and (6). which yields:

= q2

... q (that is.

71'~ ... q2. 71'~ ... 71'J = q(l - q) and

- q)2 •

Effect of Indiyiduals' Abilities on Systems' Managerial Quality:

In

our model, a higher q1 and q2 means that an individual manager, good and
bad respectively, has higher ability in selecting managers.

To ascertain

the effect of a worsening or an improvement in the individuals' abilities
on the managerial quality in a system, we obtain the derivatives of 71'i's

7

with r.sp.ot to q's.
k • I and 2.2
PROPOSITION I:

This yi.lds:

8n~/8qk

> 0, and 8n:/8qk < 0, for

Th. followina oonolusion •••ra's,
If individual IIMagln are

!lOre oapable

in ehoolina

fltur. lIanaa.r•• th.p the probability that . . .copomio syst.m (c.ntral
iz.d or d.c.ptraliz.d) has all high ability _...,.rs i. hiah.r. and the
probability that tho syst.m hal all loy ability -M'g.r. i. low.r.
Cl.arly, both of th.s. r ••ults are what w. would have .xp.ct.d.
Not•• how.v.r, that the .ff.ot of individual.' abiliti.s on the probabil
ity of havina a mix.d aanal.rial oonfilur.tion (th. confilur.tion with
aood as w.ll as b.d manaa.rs) i. not in g.n.ral pr.dict.bl••
Comp.rison of Manag.rial Qa.lity in Alt.rpatiy. Syst.m.:

To compar.

the probabiliti.s of various aanal.rial configurations in the two

8CO

no.ic syst.as, w. obtain the following froa (5) and (6).
and

(7)

wh.r. & • q2(1 - ql)q2/ (1 - q}2

> O. Th. qualitative implication. of .x

pr••sion (7) are .amaariz.d b.low.
PROPOSITION 2:

Th'

probabilitv that all aanaa.,. are of high ability. and

the probability that all aanalor. are of loy ability. are low.r in a aor'
d.e.ptraliz.d svst.a. wh.r.as the probability that th.r. is a ailtur. of
abiliti•• aaong mIPag.rs is high.r in a aor. d.c.ntraliz.d syst.m.
Mor.ov.r, not. fro. (7) that:

Th'

diff.r.nce in the probabiliti.s

of alt.rnatiy. aanag.rial configurations b.tw••n a polyarohy and a hi.r
archy ar. id.ntical in aalnitud',
Let the randoa numb.r a d.not. the numb.r of good aanag.rs in an

8

ecoaomic system, and let xS(m) deaote the steady-sta"

probability asso

ciated with there beiag m good maaagers ia the system s.
s
s
x (0) - x •
4

(8)

s
x (1)

= 2x2s

,

s
x (2)

aad

= xls

Thea

•

Also. let 1 s be the avera,e aumber of good maaa,ers, and VS be the vari
aaoe ia the aumber of good mana,ers ia the system s; that is
2

1s _

Lxs(m)m, and Vs _

2

Lx S (m).2 _ (ls)2.

Usia, (5), (6) aad (8) •

...0

~O

thea, we fiad that 1 P - 1 U - 0, aad

vP -

VU = -26

< O.

These coaclusioas

are summarized below.

PROPOSITION 3:

Althouah the alteraatiye ecoaomic systeml uader coasid

erati on have the same average number of aood malagers. the variaace ia
the aumber of load maaagers is lower ia a more deceatralized system.
A qualitatively aaalo,ous relult is:

The diltributioa of the aumber

of good maaagers ia a polyarchy is a meaa preseryia. improyemeat oyer the
correspoadiag distributioa ia a hierarchy.3
The iatuitive reasoa underlyiag the above results is that the beae
ficial effectl of a high ability maaager as well as the damagiag effects
of a low ability maaager are more proaounced (ia affectiag the system's
overall maaa,erial choices) ia a hierarchy compared to thOle ia a poly
archy.

A good (or bad) manager ia a polyarchy improves (or worseas) the

choice of his

~

succeslor. but he has ao impact oa the choicel beiag

made by other iadepeadeat decisioa-makiag units.

Ia coatralt, whether

the curreat hierarch (the leader of a hierarchy) is good or bad affects
aot oaly the choice of his own succeslor but also that of the future
subordiaates.

This differeace betweea the two systems geaerates a

dynamic proc.ss which results in a hierarchy exhibiting a gr.ater ten
dency towards the extreme. of aanagerial abilities.

II.

More General Centr.liz.d yer.u. D,c.ntralized STlt.m.

The result. obtain.d earli.r ar. robu.t not only to the .ize of an
.conomic syst.m, but also to the precise degree of c.ntralization within
an .conomic .yst.m.

To demonstrate thi., we begin by d.fining what·we

mean in this paper by a "more centralized- or a -mor. d.centralized- sys
tem.

Con.ider an .oonoaic system consisting of an arbitrary n!Rber of

hierarchies of differ.nt siz.s.

Th• •ize of a hierarchy mean. h.re the

numb.r of managers within the hierarchy, one of whom is the hierarch (the
boss) and oth.rs ar. subordinat.s. The current hi.rarch in a given hier
archy has the authority to appoint his own suoc.ssor as well as those of
his subordinat.s, but h. has no influence on the choice of mana,ers in
any other hierarchy.

Such an .conomic system could also be oalled a

polyarchy of hi.rarchi.s, and its featur.s have a oloser r.s.mblance to a
typical eoonomy than tho.e of the polar cases of a pure hi.rarchy (wher.
there is a single boss in the entire eoonomy) or a pure polyarchy (where
everyone is his own boss).
Next, oonsider the following hypoth.tioal experiment.

Start with a

giv.n economio syst.m (that is, a giv.n polyarohy of hi.rarohies) and
break up on. or more of its oon.tituent hierarohies into small.r hi.r
archi.s.

We oall the latter system more deoentraliz.d because on. or

more of those manag.rial slots whioh were meant for subordinates in the
previous syst.m are now endowed with independent deoision-making author
ity.

Our objeotive in this seotion th.n is to compare any two economic
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systems (with an arbitrarily speoified struoture of deoision-makin,
authority) one of which is more decentralized.

Suoh comparisons, it

should be emphasized, do not depend on whether decentralization is or is
not feasible in anyone of the two alternative systems under oonsidera
tion.
Let n.(s) denote the number of hierarchies of size • in the eoonomio
system s, where M Ll, and it is an inte,er, and let N(s) • LMn.(S) de
note the total number of manasers in the system s.

•

Then, acoordins to

our definition. the system s is more decentralized than the system s', if
N(s}

= N(s')

- N, and if

(9)

2: ... (s) L 2: ... Cs')
Mg
Mg

for all 1

L 1,

and the strict inequality holds in (9) for at least one 1.

In the simple polyarchy examined in Section I, for instance, nl • 2. and
n.

=0

for M ~ 1.

This polyarchy is clearly more decentralized than the

corresponding hierarchy. where n2 • 1, and nM - O. for M ~ 2.

An analogous representation of a more decentralized system is as
follows.

Let fM(s)

= Mn.(s)/N

denote the fraction of the total number of

manasers in the system s who belong to one of the hierarchies of size M.
If f.Cs) is treated as the density of a discrete distribution defined
over positive integer values of M. then the expression (9) implies that
the system s is more decentralized than the system s' if the density
fM(s} is a first-order stochastic worsening of the density f.(s'}.
For later use. we define the average size of hierarchies in the
economic system s as

/

11
(10)

I.r~(s)/N

h(s) -

M

where the weights used in calculating the averale size of hierarchies are
the numbers of managerial slots in hierarchies of different sizes.

It is

obvious then that the average size of hierarchies mast necessarily be
smaller in a more decentralized system.

That is. if the economic system

s is more decentral ized than the system s', then
(11)

h(s)

< h(s')

•

The reverse. on the other hand. need not hold.

That is. if two eoonomic

systems have different averale sizes of hierarohies. then it is not al
ways the case that one of them is more centralized or decentralized com
pared to the other.
Now consider a hierarchy of size H. in isolation from all other con
stituents of the economio system.

Recall that the random variable m de

notes the number of good managers.

Within the hierarchy under considera

tion. m takes inteler values ranging from 0 to M.
this hierarchy is denoted by

g(ml.)

The density of m in

and it is

2

(12)

ICmIM) -

r

zkbCm. M. qk)'

where

k-l

and b(m, H, qk)

a

[:]q:(l - qk)M-m represents the binomial density of m

successes out of • trials when qk is the probability of success.
The derivation of

(12)

is highly intuitive.

A critical element in

the succession process in a hierarchy is the selection of the hierarch
because the capabilities of other individuals within the hierarchy d.o not

12
inflnence the .ucoes.ion proce.s.·

Now, foou •• ing on the selection of

hierarchs (that is, the next period'. hieraroh i. cho.en by the ourrent
hierarch, and

.0

on). it turn. out that z1 i. the (.teady-.tate) proba

bility that the hierarch i. a good manager, and
that the hierarch i. a bad manager.'

Zz

i. the probability

Further. it i. obvious that the

binomial density b(m, M, q1) repre.ent. the probability that m good mana
ger. are cho.en when the hierarch i. a good manaler. and b(m, M. qZ) i.
the correspondinl probability when the hierarch i. a bad manager.
Straightforward combination of these probabilities yields (1Z).
Next, denote the average number of lood manager. in the above
hierarchy of size M by A(M). and the variance of this number by V(m).
Then, using (12), (13).• and the standard properties of the binomial
variate, it can be ascertained that
(14)

A(M) - Mz ,
1

(15)

V(M)

and
Z

_-2

= Nlz 1 zZq

Z

+ M ! zkqk(1 - qk) •
k-1

Our interest here is in characterizing the distribution of manager
ial quality within the economic system as a whole.

If n(mls) denotes the

probability density associated with the state in which there are m good
managers in the system s, then n(mls) for various m's are obtained from
the convolution of the densities (1Z).

Z

(16)

n(Ols) -1f{ L zkb(O, M, qk)}
M k-1

(17)

n(Nls) - 1ft I: zkb(M, M. qk)}
M k-1

Z

For instance

.. (s)
, and

.. (s)
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denote the probabilities associated with the polar states of the system s
where, respectively, none of the mana,ers in the system is ,ood, and none
of the mua,ers in the system is bad.

< 0,

that an(Ols)/aqt

be shown that n(m's')

and an(Nls)/aqt

> n(mls),

It is strai,htforward to verify

> O.

for t - 1 and 2.

It can also

for m - 0 and N. 6 Propositions 1 and 2

thus hold within the more ,eneral setup of the present section.
Finally, letA(s) and Var(s) respectively denote the averaae number
of ,ood mua,ers, and the variance in the number of ,ood managers in the
economic system s.

Since the mean or the variance of a sum of indepen

dent random variables is the same as the sua of their respective means or
varianoes. it follows from (10), (14) and (15) that
(18)

(19)

NZ 1 ' and

A(S) -

2

Var(s). - [zI Z2q2h (s) +

r

Ztqt U - qt)]N •

t-l
An immediate consequence of (19) is the followin, result.

PROPOSITION 4.

Var(s')

S Var(s).

if h(s')

S h(s).

That is, the variance

in the number of good managers in an economic svstem is smaller if the
,verage size of hierarchies within the system is smaller.
Therefore, recalling our definition of decentralization, it follows
from (18) and (19) that though a more decentralized system has the same
avera,e number of good managers, it has a smaller variance in the number
of ,ood managers.

Proposition 3 is thus established for the general eco

nomic systems under consideration.
What Proposition 4 says, in addition. is that even when two alterna
tive systems are not strictly comparable to one another, in the sense
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that one of them is not more

c~ntralized

or decentralized than another

(based on our definition). it is still possible to infer the difference
between the two systems concerning the variance in the number of good
managers.

Moreover. such an inference is possible based solely on the

average size of hierarchies in each of the two system.

III.

Co.uhop of Outputs

The relationship between the quality of manalers and the output (or
the performance) of an economic system is a complicated one.

It depends

not only on the distribution of authority within the system. and on the
set of tasks which the managers are supposed to perform. but also on what
kinds of positive and nelative exterualities are exerted by good and bad
managers on one another.

In this section. we examine these aspects

within the context of the simple model of Section I.
First consider the case where the (expected) aggregate output of
both economic systems is the same if they have the same number of good
managers.

Then. from a standard result in the theory of stochastic domi

nance. and from the observation made earlier that the distribution of the
number of good managers in a hierarchy is a mean preserving worsening of
the corresponding distribution in a polyarchy. it follows that:
steady-state

The

output in a polyarchy is larger (smaller) than that in a

hierarchy if the output is concaye (cogyex) in the number of good mana
&!£!..

The relative performance of a hierarchy is weakened further if the
-yardstick of comparison is not the expected output but the expected util
ity of the output. and if the utility function is posited to display some
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risk aversion.

In fact. even when output is convex in the number of lood

aana,ers, if the utility funotion is sufficiently oone ave in output. the
expeoted utility uDder a polyarchy could exoeed that in a hierarchy.
Althoush the assumption that a system's output is conoave in the
nuaber of lood manasers (that is. the output of a system with one Sood
aanaSer and one bad manaler is Ireater than half of the outputs of two
syste.., one of whioh has two Sood manaSers and the other has two bad
manasers) misht appear reasonable, this is not always the case.

If the

task of the mana,er is to develop new projects or ideas, then there is a
presumption that variance helps:

it is only the best that has a signifi

oant value. This presumption is also consistent with the view that effec
tive organizations are highly fraSile. and that small chanses in the tail
of ability distribution within an economic system may have lar,e effects
on the overall performance of the system.

In these cases, not only is

the future mix of manaserial abilities in a system sensitive to its cur
rent mix, but also the system's future performance is particularly sen
sitive to the position of the individual(s)' within the system who are
currently the best.

On the other hand, if there is sufficient redundancy

within an economic system, then its performance may be relatively insen
sitive to havins a limited number of incompetent manalers, and a signifi
cant deterioration in the system's performance might arise only when in
competency exceeds a certain level.

In such cases, the relationship

between the managerial quality and the system's performance will be con
cave.
In the rest of this section, we analyze a specific example in which
the tasks of managers are explicitly defined.

Managers select projects
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(from a large set of available projects), in addition to .e1eoting future
managers.

For simplicity, we assume that there are only two types of

projects; good projects, yielding an (expected net) profit x; and bad
projects, yielding a profit -x.

Half the projeots are of each type.

Bad

manasers are assumed not to have any discriminatins ability; that is,
they randomly accept a fraotion P2 of the projeots.

Good managers are

better not only in choosing future managers but also projeots; they
acoept a good projeot with probability pi and a bad project with

> P2 > pi.

probability pi, where pi

The fraotion of projects whioh a

good manager accepts is denoted by Pl; clearly,
In a hierarohy,a project b
the project.

Pl ... (pi + pi)/2.

aocepted only i f both managers accept

In contrast, in a polyarchy, a projeot is aco,epted if' any

one of the two independent managers aocept it.

Thus, a polyarchy is more

decentralized not only in the selection of suocessors, but also in the
selection of projeots. 7

yt

Let

denote the profit of the system sunder

the managerial state i, where it will be recalled that i ... (1, 2, 3, 4l
correspond respectively to the manaserial states (60, GB. BG, BBl.

yt

Then.

are as fo110ws 8

(20)

Yi - 2(1 -

Pl) •

(21)

ill

~

2Pl'

...

~
~

...

Y; =

1 - P2 '

... P2' and

~
4

and

t! = 0

•

... 0

Denote the steady state profit in the system s by

yS ... L nfyt.

and

i

let AY = yP - yH denote the difference between the profits of the two
systems.

Then (7). (20) and (21) yield

(22)

P
P
AY ... 2n l (1 - 2Pl) + 2n 2 (1 - 2P2) - 26(Pl - P2) •

!

/
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Note that the project selection abilities of manaaers affect the relative
profit performance only throuah parameters Pi and P2' which denote the
fractions of projects accepted by a aood versus a bad manaaer.

In the

central case where both types of manaaers accept the same fraction of
projects (that is, Pi - P2 - p), tho screenina of projects (by both mana
aers) is -tiaht- or -slack- depending simply on whether p is smaller or
laraer than one-half.

It follows from (22) then that:

If the fraction

of projects approved by aood and bad managers is identical, then the
steady-state profit in a polyarchy is laraer(smaller) than that in a
hierarchy, provided the screenin, of projects by managers is tiaht
(slack).

IV.

Conclu4inl Remarks

Ye have long been aware that political decisions--decisions under
taken by governments, concerning resource allocations as well as those
which circumscribe the actions which various individuals can or cannot
undertake--have vast repercussions; if decisions are made well, much. of
the society benefits; if made badly, much of the society suffers.

In

other words, the quality of public decision-making is a public good, one
of the most important public goods. 9
Similarly, we have increasingly become aware in the past fifteen
years that, even in private organizations, the actions undertaken by one
individual or organization has important externalities on others.

This

is in part because of the incompleteness of markets and imperfectness of
information.

When the manager of a firm misallocates the firm's re

sources, he suffers; but so do his stockholders, his suppliers, and often
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his customers.

It has increasin,ly become reco,nized that the mana,ement

of jOint stock companies (and indeed. with limited liability. virtually
all firms) is a quasi-public good.
Once we recognize that some individuals are better decision-makers
than others (that is. individuals are not only fallible. but the degree
of fallibility differs across individuals). and that the mana,erial qual
ity of individuals has important repercussions on the performance of
economic systems. then it is natural to ask. what are the determinants of
a system's mana,erial quality?

In this paper. we have singled out and

analyzed one particular deterainant. naaely. the de,ree of centralization
or decentralization of the decision-makin,
managers.

authori~y

to appoint future

Our central result sU'lests that greater centralization leads

to a greater variability in the system's managerial quality.

We end this

paper by briefly discussing some of the important aspects from which our
analysis has abstracted.

This discussion is meant to be sUlsestive

rather than exhaustive.
First. our model does not fully reflect the continuum of influence
relationships which might exist within an organization.

For example. our

assumption that the choices of future manasers within a hierarchy are
made solely by the boss overstates the degree of authority that the
bosses typically have. and understates the influence that subordinates
typically exercise on the choices of not only their own successors but
also their boss's successor. An opposite bias is reflected in our assump
tion that a subordinate can exercise a veto (similar to one that his boss
can exercise) in the choice of projects that a hierarchy undertakes.
Though these assumptions can be justified under particular types of cost
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and benefits of ezerting influence (including the technologies for

C?m

.anieating and interpreting inforaation), it should be apparent that an
ezplieit analysis of these costs and technologies will suggest a range of
influence relationships (as well as intra-orlanizational specialization
in different types of deeision-aakinl) within different types of organi
zations, and that the nature of influence relationships whioh are more
likely to emerle may depend, in turn, on the architecture of the economic
system (for instance, on the degree of centralization) to which an organ
ization belonls.
Second, we have assumed that the nature of errors made by an indivi
dual does not depend on the oharacteristics of the economio system to
which he belonls.

This assumption appears to be an appropriate first ap

prozimation, in the sense that it foousses only on the inherent abilities
of individuals.- It does, however, abstract from the fact that the nature
of an individual's error does in part depend on what information he
chooses to collect, and that

t~e

costs and benefits of colleetinl dilfer

ent types of information depend, in-turn. on the architecture of the
economic system.

10

Third. we have abstracted from the role that incentives might play
in influencing individuals' fallibility.

We have assumed that each man

ager makes the best decision he can, and that some managers are better at
decision-making than others.
truth in this perspeotive:

We believe that there is a great deal of
it is frequently no more difficult to make a

good decision than to make a bad decision.

Moreover, to the eztent that

an individual's fallibility in selecting managers might be related to the
incentives he faces, it may not be possible to achieve a significant

L
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amelioration in these inoentives throulh the usual method of assilninl
appropriate property rights.

This is because the consequenoes of incom

petent deoision-makina are often not recolnized until years after the
retire.ent of the individual who had chosen an inco.,etent successor; and
by then he has sold his shares

or_ in the case of older decision-makers

(who typically outnumber younler persons in leadership positions)# has
died.

In other words_ .ost of the consequences which follow upon the

choice of an inco.,etent successor are borne not by the decision maker#
but by the conte.,oraries and the successors of the inco.,etent succes
sor.
Finally_ and most i.,ortantly. the present analysis has abstract,d
from the role and the consequences of natural .election--the fact that
the economic environment often influences the survival probabilities of
different individuals and organizations.

In a sequel to the present

paper (1986b) we have analyzed these aspect. by estendina the framework
developed here:

natural selection leads to the elimination of some cap

able managers_ and it allows for the survival of some incapable managers.
The maanitude and the consequences of these alternative types of limita
tions of natural selection depend not only on certain salient properties
of the natural selection process_ but also on the degree of centraliza
tion or decentralization within the economic·system.

This analysis

suggests that the overall effect of natural selection is likely to be
more beneficial within a more decentralized system_ than within a more
centralized economic system.
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FOOTNOTES

1

We have used concepts such as a polyarchy and a hierarchy in a previous

paper [Sah and Stiglitz (1986a)] but in a very different context.

The

focus there was on fallibility of homogeneous individuals concerning the
choice of projects, and on the statio oonsequences of such fallibility on
organizations' performance.
2Speoifically, ani/aql

ani/aq2

= 2q2(1

= 2qi/(1

- q)3

> 0,

- ql)/(l - q)3 > 0, an:/aql

and a~/aq2 - -2(1 - ql)2 / (1 - q)3

< O.

= - 2q2(1

- ql)/(l - q)3

< 0,

The signs of the relevant

derivatives of n~ and n: oan be analogously established.
3This is established by demonstrating that

I

I (.a(j) - nP(j)}

L0

for

c~j~

all

m. where o's are nonnegative integers. and the strict inequality

holds for at least one m.

See Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970) for the

definition of mean preserving changes in a distribution.

4This assumption exaggerates the typical asymmetry of authority between
the hierarch and the subordinates within a hierarchy.

Some of the issues

underlying such an assumption are briefly discussed later.
'In the steady-state, zl
the

pro~ability

= zl ql

+ z2 q2' because ql (respectively, q2) is

of selecting a good manager as the next period's hierarch

if the current hierarch is a good (respectively, bad) manager.

Using

z2 - 1 - z2' the preoeding expression can be solved to yield (13).

....
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(16) can be reexpressed as:

In n(Ols) - N Lf.(s)ln t(M). where

•

2
l/M
t(M) - { I at(l - qt)M}
• Since t is non-decreasinl in M. a firstk-l
order stochastic worsening in the ·density· fM(s) aust lower In n(Ols).
Benoe n(Ols)
n(Nls)

< n(Ols').

An analogous argument shows that

< n(Nls').

7
.
We have as.umed here that the centralization of decision-mating author

ity in one dimension (seleotion of projects) is correlated with that in
another dimension (selection of managers).

Such an ass1Ullption lIlay not

alway. be appropriate.
SIn the expressions for

yt.

we have suppressed a constant of proportion

ality Tx(pi - p~). where T is the number of available projects.

It is

assumed that. in a polyarchy. half of the projects 10 initially to each
of the two manas,rs. those rejected by one manaler set passed along to
the other manaler. and the same project is not reviewed lIlore than once by
anyone manager.

Thus. in the GO polyarchy. the probability that a good

projected is accepted is pi(2 - pi). and that a bad project is accepted
i. pi(2 - pi).

The profit is

reexpressed as in (20).

yi ·

Tx[pi(2 - pi> - PI(2 - pi)]. which is

In a GO hierarchy. the probability that a good
2

project is accepted is (pi> • and that a bad project is accepted is
2
(pi> • The profit is
(21).

yf· Tx[(pi> 2 -

2
(pi> ]. which is restated as in

Other expressions in (20) and (21) can be analosously derived.

For additional details. in the simpler context of lIlanagers with hOlllo
leneous abilities. see Sah and Stillitz (1986a>.
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9Th••st.n.iv. lit.ratur. on public choic. which has .mpha.iz.d the prob
1•• of how pr.f.r.nc.. can or CanDot b. allr.aat.d, oft.n .i.... the
point that much of public di.cour.e on good or bad 10v.rnaDc. i.

con

c.rn.d not with valu•• but with the abiliti•• of tho•• to b• •ntru.t.d to
lov.rn.
lOS•• Sah and Stialitz (1986a) for an analy.i. of .ndog.nou••rror. in
the cont.st of proj.ct •• lection by ho.oaeneou. individual••

